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Actifio GO for Enterprises


Actifio GO is a one-of-a-kind

Direct to cloud backup.
Agentless. No local storage.



Incremental forever
backup



Days to decades
of retention

SaaS offering which enables
Enterprises to implement
cloud-based backup and

VM

recovery for VMware VMs

VM

VM
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residing on-premises.
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How does Actifio GO help Enterprises?



Instant mount and
recovery of VMs
in minutes from
the cloud

AWS, AZURE GOOGLE ,
IBM , WASABI

What features does Actifio Go provide to Enterprises?

Enterprise Challenges

How Actifio GO Helps

Actifio GO Feature

Benefit

Expensive data center storage
costs to backup VMware VMs

Eliminates data center storage
by utilizing cloud object storage,
therefore eliminating CAPEX costs

Self-service sign up, push
button deployment and central
management

Capacity management when
backing up new or large amounts
of VMware VMs

Cloud object storage is infinitely
scalable which means no complicated
storage calculations and operational
burden

Simple and easy to use SaaS
platform to deliver backup
and recovery of large VMware
environments

Incremental forever backup
to cloud object storage

Small and efficient backup window

Lifecycle management (patches,
upgrades, etc.) for backup and
dedupe appliances is cumbersome

Actifio GO SaaS platform takes care
of all software updates, therefore
reducing OPEX costs

Backup VMware VMs directly to
cloud object storage with no local
storage needed in the data center

Eliminates data center storage costs
and storage capacity / lifecycle
management complexity

Complex architecture of media
servers, storage, dedupe
appliances, managing rack space,
power, etc. for deploying new
backup solution

Actifio GO SaaS platform is
extremely simple to use: Register,
Download, Deploy, and Protect
VMware VMs in 1 hour

SLA driven data retention from
days to decades in cloud object
storage

Satisfy compliance needs with long
term data retention

Encrypt data in transit and at rest

Ensure data is safe over the network
and at rest in cloud object storage

Complex pricing models based
on per appliance or per TB or
per socket, with various vendors,
for backup software, dedupe
appliances, and storage leads to
very high TCO

Actifio GO offers simple annual
subscription pricing per VM which
provides the lowest TCO

Instant mount and recovery from
cloud to data center

Mount VMware VMs instantly from
any point-in-time directly from cloud
object storage to the data center
and recover in minutes

Google like search catalog for
file / folder restore directly from
cloud object storage to data
center VMware VMs

Simple and fast file / folder granular
restores

Protect 1000s of VMware
VMs with very small compute
requirements, for example: 1000
VMs with 8 cores and 48 GB
memory

Significant reduction in TCO,
capacity management, and lifecycle
management

Start your free 14 day trial here!
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